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What	is	PASIPHAE?
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Polar-Areas	Stellar	Imaging	in	Polarization	High	Accuracy	Experiment
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The	PASIPHAE	survey
Ø Will	measure	polarization	down	to	

0.3%	at	3σ for	all	stars with	
Rmag ≤	16.5

Ø Survey	will	run	
concurrently	in	north	
(Skinakas 1.3m	telescope)	
and	south	
(South	African	Astronomical	Observatory	
1m	telescope)	
over	4	years	(2019-2022)	

Ø Will	cover	the	sky	at	|b|	≥	50° over	9,000	sqdeg

Ø Will	deliver	over	106 confident	polarization	measurements
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Who	is	PASIPHAE?
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The	PASIPHAE	Collaboration

Our Sponsors
Our	Sponsors
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Why	?
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Credit:	Hu	&	White	2004	SciAm
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Planck’s	Map
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CMB	Power	Spectrum
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CMB	Polarization
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CMB	Polarization

Hu	&	Dodelson 2002 11



BICEP2
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Interstellar	Dust	in	the	Galaxy

ESA/	LFI	&	HFI	Consortia
14



Interstellar	Dust	Emits	Polarized	Light
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BICEP2	+	Planck	 12

chrotron to have a power law spectrum D` /
`�0.6 [23], with free amplitude Async, where Async is
the amplitude at ` = 80 and at 150GHz, and scal-
ing with frequency according to ⌫�3.3. In such a
scenario we can vary the degree of correlation that
is assumed between the dust and synchrotron sky
patterns. Figure 8 shows results for the uncorre-
lated and fully correlated cases. Marginalizing over
r and Ad we find Async < 0.0003µK2 at 95% con-
fidence for the uncorrelated case, and many times
smaller for the correlated. This last is because once
one has a detection of dust it e↵ectively becomes
a template for the synchrotron. This synchrotron
limit is driven by the Planck 30 GHz band—we ob-
tain almost identical results when adding only this
band, and a much softer limit when not including it.
If we instead assume synchrotron scaling of ⌫�3.0

the limit on Async is approximately doubled for the
uncorrelated case and reduced for the correlated.
(Because the DS1⇥DS2 data-split is not available
for the Planck LFI bands we switch to Y1⇥Y2 for
this variant analysis, and so we compare to this
case in Fig. 8 rather than the usual fiducial case.)

• Varying lensing amplitude: in the fiducial anal-
ysis the amplitude of the lensing e↵ect is held
fixed at the ⇤CDM expectation (AL = 1). Using
their own and other data, the Planck Collabora-
tion quote a limit on the amplitude of the lens-
ing e↵ect versus the ⇤CDM expectation of AL =
0.99 ± 0.05 [3]. Allowing AL to float freely, and
using all nine bandpowers, we obtain the results
shown in Fig. 9—there is only weak degeneracy be-
tween AL and both r and Ad. Marginalizing over r
and Ad we find AL = 1.13± 0.18 with a likelihood
ratio between zero and peak of 3⇥10�11. Using the
expression given in Sec. III B this corresponds to a
smaller-than probability of 2⇥10�12, equivalent to
a 7.0� detection of lensing in the BB spectrum.
We note this is the most significant to-date direct
measurement of lensing in B-mode polarization.

IV. LIKELIHOOD VALIDATION

A. Validation with simulations

We run the algorithm used in Sec. III B on ensembles of
simulated realizations to check its performance. We first
consider a model where r = 0 and Ad = 3.6µK2, this lat-
ter being close to the value favored by the data in a dust-
only scenario [45]. We generate Gaussian random real-
izations using the fiducial spatial power law D` / `�0.42,
scale these to the various frequency bands using the mod-
ified blackbody law with Td = 19.6K and �d = 1.59,
and add to the usual realizations of lensed-⇤CDM+noise.
Figure 10 shows some of the resulting r and Ad constraint
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FIG. 7. Likelihood results when varying the data sets used
and the model priors—see Sec III C for details.
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FIG. 8. Likelihood results for a fit when adding the lower
frequency bands of Planck, and extending the model to in-
clude a synchrotron component. The results for two di↵er-
ent assumed degrees of correlation between the dust and syn-
chrotron sky patterns are compared to those for the compa-
rable model without synchrotron (see text for details).

curves, with the result for the real data from Fig. 6 over-
plotted. As expected, approximately 50% of the r like-
lihoods peak above zero. The median 95% upper limit
is r < 0.075. We find that 8% of the realizations have
a ratio L0/Lpeak less than the 0.38 observed in the real
data, in agreement with the estimate in Sec. III B. Run-
ning these dust-only realizations for BICEP2 only and
Keck Array only, we find that the shift in the maximum
likelihood value of r seen in the real data in Fig. 6 is
exceeded in about 10% of the simulations.
The above simulations assume that the dust compo-

nent follows on average the fiducial D` / `�0.42 spatial
power law, and fluctuates around it in a Gaussian man-
ner. To obtain sample dust sky patterns that may deviate
from this behavior in a way which better reflects reality,
we take the pre-launch version of the Planck Sky Model
(PSM; version 1.7.8 run in “simulation” mode) [24] eval-
uated in the Planck 353GHz band and pull out the same
352 |b|> 35� partially overlapping regions used in PIP-
XXX. We then scale these to the other bands and proceed

BICEP2	+	Keck	+	Planck	2015

Interstellar	dust	cannot be	avoided, no	discovery	yet…
but	maybe	something	there?
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Foregrounds
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An	Additional	Hurdle:	3-d	Structure	of	Dust

Multiple	clouds	along	LOS
induce	frequency	dependence	
of	polarization

Clouds	of	different	T	
may	dominate	emission	
at	different	frequencies

Extreme	case:	
cloud	1	dominates	at	f1
cloud	2	dominates	at	f2

Tassis &	Pavlidou 2015
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3D	Effects	Important
12

chrotron to have a power law spectrum D` /
`�0.6 [23], with free amplitude Async, where Async is
the amplitude at ` = 80 and at 150GHz, and scal-
ing with frequency according to ⌫�3.3. In such a
scenario we can vary the degree of correlation that
is assumed between the dust and synchrotron sky
patterns. Figure 8 shows results for the uncorre-
lated and fully correlated cases. Marginalizing over
r and Ad we find Async < 0.0003µK2 at 95% con-
fidence for the uncorrelated case, and many times
smaller for the correlated. This last is because once
one has a detection of dust it e↵ectively becomes
a template for the synchrotron. This synchrotron
limit is driven by the Planck 30 GHz band—we ob-
tain almost identical results when adding only this
band, and a much softer limit when not including it.
If we instead assume synchrotron scaling of ⌫�3.0

the limit on Async is approximately doubled for the
uncorrelated case and reduced for the correlated.
(Because the DS1⇥DS2 data-split is not available
for the Planck LFI bands we switch to Y1⇥Y2 for
this variant analysis, and so we compare to this
case in Fig. 8 rather than the usual fiducial case.)

• Varying lensing amplitude: in the fiducial anal-
ysis the amplitude of the lensing e↵ect is held
fixed at the ⇤CDM expectation (AL = 1). Using
their own and other data, the Planck Collabora-
tion quote a limit on the amplitude of the lens-
ing e↵ect versus the ⇤CDM expectation of AL =
0.99 ± 0.05 [3]. Allowing AL to float freely, and
using all nine bandpowers, we obtain the results
shown in Fig. 9—there is only weak degeneracy be-
tween AL and both r and Ad. Marginalizing over r
and Ad we find AL = 1.13± 0.18 with a likelihood
ratio between zero and peak of 3⇥10�11. Using the
expression given in Sec. III B this corresponds to a
smaller-than probability of 2⇥10�12, equivalent to
a 7.0� detection of lensing in the BB spectrum.
We note this is the most significant to-date direct
measurement of lensing in B-mode polarization.

IV. LIKELIHOOD VALIDATION

A. Validation with simulations

We run the algorithm used in Sec. III B on ensembles of
simulated realizations to check its performance. We first
consider a model where r = 0 and Ad = 3.6µK2, this lat-
ter being close to the value favored by the data in a dust-
only scenario [45]. We generate Gaussian random real-
izations using the fiducial spatial power law D` / `�0.42,
scale these to the various frequency bands using the mod-
ified blackbody law with Td = 19.6K and �d = 1.59,
and add to the usual realizations of lensed-⇤CDM+noise.
Figure 10 shows some of the resulting r and Ad constraint
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FIG. 8. Likelihood results for a fit when adding the lower
frequency bands of Planck, and extending the model to in-
clude a synchrotron component. The results for two di↵er-
ent assumed degrees of correlation between the dust and syn-
chrotron sky patterns are compared to those for the compa-
rable model without synchrotron (see text for details).

curves, with the result for the real data from Fig. 6 over-
plotted. As expected, approximately 50% of the r like-
lihoods peak above zero. The median 95% upper limit
is r < 0.075. We find that 8% of the realizations have
a ratio L0/Lpeak less than the 0.38 observed in the real
data, in agreement with the estimate in Sec. III B. Run-
ning these dust-only realizations for BICEP2 only and
Keck Array only, we find that the shift in the maximum
likelihood value of r seen in the real data in Fig. 6 is
exceeded in about 10% of the simulations.
The above simulations assume that the dust compo-

nent follows on average the fiducial D` / `�0.42 spatial
power law, and fluctuates around it in a Gaussian man-
ner. To obtain sample dust sky patterns that may deviate
from this behavior in a way which better reflects reality,
we take the pre-launch version of the Planck Sky Model
(PSM; version 1.7.8 run in “simulation” mode) [24] eval-
uated in the Planck 353GHz band and pull out the same
352 |b|> 35� partially overlapping regions used in PIP-
XXX. We then scale these to the other bands and proceed

Planck	L	2016
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Optopolarimetry of	Starlight

B-field

E-vector

E-vector

E-vector

optical

far infrared

Dust	absorption	– induced	
polarization	of	starlight:

Common	origin	
with	polarized	dust	emission

Unique	handle	
on	3-d	structure	of	foreground	dust	
&	B-field	
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Magnetic	Tomography	of	Galactic	Dust	

Stars	at	different	distances	act	as	lampposts	
only	affected	by	dust	and	B-field	ahead	
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YES! -- Gaia

Distances	for	
a	billion	stars

10%	out	to	10kpc

Will	we	Know	Enough	Stellar	Distances?
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Is	Starlight	Polarized	Enough	at	High	|b|?

Go	to	the	“darkest”	spot	- in	dust	emission	according	to	Planck	- of	the	northern	
sky	and	measure	starlight	polarization	with	RoboPol 23



YES!	
50%	of	stars	polarized	at	>	0.4%

Is	Starlight	Polarized	Enough	at	High	|b|?

Panopoulou et	al	in	prep 24



How	?
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PASIPHAE’s	WALOPs:	Innovative	Design

For	each	point	source:	
• Split	light	in	4	linear	polarization	states	differing	by	22.5°.
• Project	each	state	in	a	different	CCD	
• Combine	to	obtain	Stokes	Parameters

• Technology	successfully	tested	with	RoboPol,	expanded	to	wide	FoV
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RoboPol

RoboPol polarimeter used successfully 
at Skinakas since 2013 for blazar 
monitroring and interstelalr medium 
mapping

Actual RoboPol Image

  

The Project

Our approach: 
- a lot of telescope time (4 nights / week) for 3 years
- a dedicated instrument (no moving parts)
- well de8ned sample of blazars (~100 sources)
- automated operation
- adaptive observing strategy 
- broadband data ( + radio and gamma)
  OVRO, Effelsberg, Torun

King et al. 2014, MNRAS 445, L114

1.3 m Skinakas observatory
1750 m.a.s.l.
 Median seeing 0.7'' (DIMM)
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Relevance	to	high	energy	polarimetry?
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Survey	Mode

PASIPHAE	will	identify	high	optical	polarization	point	sources	

Previously	Unknown
High	Energy	Systems

Candidate	Optical	Counterparts
For	Fermi	Unidentified	Sources
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Current	Opto-Polarimetric State	of	the	Art	
at	High	|b|?
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PASIPHAE’s	Improvement	of	the	State	of	the	Art

PASIPHAE	will	increase	the	#	of	starlight	polarizations	
at	high	Galactic	latitudes	a	1000-fold!
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Blazars	Stand	Out	on	Polarization	Maps
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TOO	Mode

WALOPs	have

a	lot	of	
telescope	time

wide	field	
of	view
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Thank	you	
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